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 collaborate with fellow students on programming 

him of a kidney transplant donor. View video clips of lectures and assignments and 

checked a Notes-generated page on Friday notifying  

work with Notes to locate donors.  Dr. Mark Aeden to course material, 

At Research Hospital in Kansas City, Mo., doctors computers at home or at work, students gain access 

 in information technology.  From their personal LAURIE FLYNN 

participating in ongoing electronic "discussions". new program to teach graduate-level "tele-courses"                                                                              

instantly seen by far-flung colleagues, and At New York University, Notes is at the center of a Notes for work-flow automation. 

same documents, make revisions that can be  based in New York, next hopes to expand its use of 

workers scattered throughout the world can view the parent company, Unilever. the same repository of documents.  The company, 

home office.  By tapping into a Notes database, 30,000 to 40,000 Notes users in Lipton’s European New York working on a single account can tap into 

portable computers for communication with the documents with each  other as well as with the Employees in Mexico City, Sao Paolo, Miami and 

computers attached to corporate networks or on information, collaborate on projects and share world access to a constant stream of new client data.  

Simply put, Notes is used primarily on personal us."  About 200 Lipton workers use Notes to swap relies on Notes to give its offices throughout the 

 of information technology.  "It shrinks the world for Young & Republican Inc., the advertising agency, 

company in Englewood Cliffs, N.J. continent," according to Jeff Schnable, the director  

at Thomas J. Lipton Co., the  tea and beverage "avoid having to go to constant meetings across the process." 

Jeff Schnable, the director of information technology Lipton has been using Notes for the last two years to Dubroff says.  "Tracking all that can be a laborious 

they’ve been hard pressed,"  said a Notes customer,  about economic generators in your area," Mr. 

"I’ve asked vice presidents of Lotus to explain it and Management System. knowing what’s going on in your marketplace, and 

 the system, which was developed by the American based in Fishkill, N.Y.  "Hotel sales is all about 

organizations. year, more than 800 transplant programs will use president of  operations for the company, which is 

1.5 million people in some 5,500 companies and be placed nearly simultaneously.  By the end of next events, according to Adam Dubroff, the vice 

often called groupware- is now used by an estimated from hours to minutes, and all available organs can and to keep track of corporate travel and local 

an elusive proposition, even though the software- time needed to make the right match can be reduced about marketing and customer relations programs, 

coming up with a single, precise definition remains donor information on their computer system.  The Hotel managers and employees use it to brainstorm 

way of working, learning and interacting,"  But pages the transplant center, which can call up the bulletin board service, is the most popular feature.  

described Notes as "a new, much more powerful matched with a needy recipient.  The coordinator discussion-style database, a private electronic 

I.B.M.’s chairman, Louis V. Gerstner Jr., last week organs to  a central data bank, where he organ is coordinate its sales operation, but the software’s 

 computers send information on newly available the Residence Inn for Marriott, uses Notes to 

computer networks. process.  Organ donor coordinators using portable Alpha Inn Management, which runs a franchise of 

help people work together more effectively over communications to speed up the ordinarily lengthy  

Corporation oyster is Lotus Notes, a product used to center based in Richmond, uses Notes-based the system will also permit live video-conferencing. 

For I.B.M., the pearl in the Lotus Development The United Network for Organ Sharing, a national stored in central Notes data banks.  By next year, 
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